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Here we go, think about the promises
That kept you walking wandering in time
Don't you know they kept you walking
Kept you wanting, kept you walking, everybody in time?

I keep on thinking the same old thing but then again
what can I say?
I keep on trying to live my life, I keep trying to find a
better way
Well, as everyday goes by I'll try but I don't know if I'll
make it through
But I'll move along and push on until I do

Because everything that you'd tried to build in time
Well that's everything you'd tried to hide
Well that's everything that you want to believe
Your motivation puts you where you'll be

What a way, don't waste away in time
Well, I'm seeing through the eyes of a modern man
that I don't know
Should I try to find, could I buy the time? I don't know
Well, stand together we will forever, gotta bet we'll be
okay

Wide-eyed reminisce, what a blissful good ol' days
So here we go through eyes that I don't know
Will we move along? Time will only show
Because it's everything that you want to believe

A revelation, find a way to see
All those memories are not put up on the side
When you look around the world and the scenes
All the means, little things, what it means to you

When suddenly, no warning to mourning
What you think takes a total different point of view
What it means, little things, all the means
World scenes turn around and take a look at you
You never know when you go, live it up here we go

Got a lot more living to do, hey, in time
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You don't face tomorrow what a way to waste away in
life
You're taking for granted all the little things you'd
never realized
Well, I'm 21 today, how many more? How should I
know?

Counting down the days, here we go
Because everything that you tried to build in time
Well that's everything you tried to hide
Well that's everything that you want to believe

Your motivation puts you where you'll be
What a way, don't waste away in time
Every little thing you tried to build in time
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